4-H Day Results 2023

4-H Club Skits
Regional Blue— Buckeye Jr Farmers

4-H Model Meeting
Regional Blue— Gemini Jr's
Blue— Buckeye Jr Farmers

Show & Tell
Cloverbud— Ethan Yarmer - BJF
Cloverbud— Hudson Seib - BJF
Cloverbud— Holden Seib - BJF

Jr. Demonstrations /Illustrated Talks
Red— Sutton Seib - BJF

Int. Demonstrations /Illustrated Talks
Regional Blue— Adelyn Williams - GJ
Regional Blue— Karci Kimzey - BJF
Reg. Alt. Blue— Alaina Yarmer - BJF
Reg. Alt. Blue— Brynlee Walter - BJF
Blue— Evan Betz - GJ
Blue— Joshua Conner - GJ
Blue— Jaden & Josiah Conner - GJ
Red— Evangelyn Betz - GJ

Sr. Demonstrations /Illustrated Talks
Regional Blue— Lizzy Vajnar - GH
Regional Blue— Elizabeth Noble - GJ
Reg Alt. Blue— Sheena Klaus - BJF
Reg Alt. Blue— William Noble - GJ

Application, Resume, Interview
Top Blue— Lizzy Vajnar - GH
Blue— Grace A Schmeidler - BJF
Blue— John Weisenborn - GJ
Red— Faith Schmeidler - BJF

Jr. Music - Vocal, Piano & Instrumental
Regional Blue— Emma Dickman - GL - Piano Solo
Reg. Alt. Blue— Layne Haffner - BJF - Piano Solo
Red— Jessa Fuertges - BJF - Piano Solo
Red— Addy Haffner - BJF - Piano Solo

Int. Music - Vocal, Piano & Instrumental
Regional Blue— Lily Dickman - GL - Piano Solo
Reg. Alt. Blue— Cannon Vajnar - GH - Piano Solo
Red— Aydan Church - BJF - Instrumental Solo

Sr. Music - Vocal, Piano & Instrumental
Regional Blue— Lizzy Vajnar - GH - Vocal Solo
Regional Blue — Lizzy Vajnar - GH - Piano Solo
Reg. Alt. Blue— John Weisenborn - GJ - Piano Solo

Public Speaking
Regional Blue— Marisa Wasinger - GH
Regional Blue— Karli Neher - VV
Reg. Alt. Blue— Lizzy Vajnar - GH
Reg. Alt. Blue— Ella Neher - VV
Blue— Keeli Kimzey - BJF

Extemporaneous Speaking
Regional Blue— Lizzy Vajnar - GH
Regional Blue— Grace A Schmeidler - BJF
Reg. Alt. Blue— Elizabeth Noble - GJ

Jr. Project Talks
Regional Blue— Emberly Williams - GJ

Int. Project Talks
Regional Blue— Audrey Yarmer - BJF
Red— Cannon Vajnar - GH
Red— Lily Dickman - GH
Red— Braelyn Dumler -BJF

Jr. Readings
Regional Blue— Emma Dickman - GH
Regional Blue— Layne Haffner - BJF
Red— Ashlynn Erickson - GJ
Red— Bryson Erickson - GJ
Red— Addy Haffner - BJF

Int. Readings
Regional Blue— Kaylee Schumacher - VV
Regional Blue— Alaina Yarmer - BJF
Reg. Alt. Blue— Audrey Yarmer - BJF
Red— Brynlee Walter - BJF

Sr. Readings
Regional Blue— Alyssa Church - BJF

Congrats to all 4-H’ers who participated!!!
Those receiving Regional Blues can represent Ellis County at Regional 4-H Club Day event in Phillipsburg on March 31st!!

Please call the office to register for Regionals by 5pm on March 24th.